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Physics  Lett  B  12:  
failure  of  NambuGoldstone  
in  presence  of  gauge  fields    
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The (almost simultaneous) Brout-Englert and Higgs papers  are perfectly complementary,  
While Higgs shows at the classical level the disappearance of Goldstone bosons,  
 
Brout and Englert tackle the problem  at quantum level (Feynman diagrams)  
in what will later be known as a « renormalizable » gauge.  
They pave to way to the renormalizability of the theory (although for the non-Abelian case 

 
 
Together, they give the full picture  

In fact, it is a standard  (and instructive) exercise  
for our students to prove the equivalence of the 2 approaches  in a scattering process:  
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The Mechanism or the Boson ?  

The mechanism is probably the most important,  
It allows for a renormalizable theory of weak interactions, 
and is actually well-proven (precision calculations),  

Its early manifestation is actually already seen in  decays..  
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Some like to claim that Brout-Englert  mechanism , while Higgs  Boson 
Some even claim that the Scalar boson is hard to find in Brout-  

? 
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                                 Equation 1  

This is the Abelian case, and  1 is « The » Scalar,  

Looks familiar ? 
From you SM course?  
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Higgs pointed out a massive scalar boson 

 
 
 
incomplete multiplets of vector and scalar bosons 
Englert, Brout, Guralnik, Hagen & Kibble did not comment on its existence 

Now  that  we    have  found  the  Scalar  particle  in  Eq.  1,  it  is  still  possible  to  argue  it  should  
  

(interesting comparison : the P-  

Higgs Hunting 2011) 
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In  fact,  this  potential  /  mass  issue  was  well-‐known      
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About the Mass 
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Both Brout-Englert and Higgs deal with the 
 

Abelian case  
 
Non-Abelian case 

 
« Dynamical » situation:  
the scalar bosons (including the would-be Goldstone)  
can be either « fundamental » , or « composite »  
(like what is now called  Technicolor )  
 

In the latter case, the scalars (goldstone and physical) could be 
compared to the pion and sigma  

Remember  however  that  they  were  in  a  «  generic  »  symmetry  breaking  situtation,  
thinking  also  of  a  way  to  explain  the  unseen  force  of  strong  interactions,  so  the  pheno    
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A quote from GHK, 
About their remaining 
scalar (masslesss in 
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It is absolutely obvious that  the initial goal of the symmetry 
breaking mechanism in Brout-Englert paper was to allow for Vector (gauge) 
boson masses;  by « power counting »  this seems feasible without destroying 
renormalizability. (this is correct, but the ren. of the non-Abelian case will need 

-  
 
Quite interestingly, in the Physics Lett B paper, Higgs centers on getting rid of 
(unwanted) Goldstone bosons in a Nambu-Goldstone symmetry breaking 
framework, the gauge bosons appear first as tools for this purpose  until the 
mechanism is fully detailed (in classical form) in PRL, with an explicit 
demonstration of the disappearance of the Goldstone, but no indication of 

 

What about fermion masses ?  
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What about fermion masses ?  

  

pion  as  a  pseudo-‐   

In the current context of the SM, where chiral fermions play a central 
rôle and only the L-part of  SU(2) is gauged,  
the symmetry breaking mechanism (and the Brout-Englert-Higgs 
boson) is necessary ALSO for  quark and lepton masses (this is 
actually often used as a pedagogical argument to introduce symmetry 
breaking)  
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Is the scalar absolutely needed ?  

At the difference of Goldstone boson, difficult to prove from first principles, except 
in «elementary particle » case  what if composite ?  

Unitarity argument ?  


